


What is the purpose of life?

It’s a question that has stumped poets 
and philosophers through the ages.

But as far as evolution is con-
cerned, there's a simple answer:

living beings exist to propagate 
genes through space and time...

...through whatever means they can find.



Unsurprisingly, evolution has dreamed up myriad 
ways to disperse genetic replicas far and wide:

But where the tanager flies, or the sick 
host travels, is not up to the hitchhiker—

And the broader the range of possible 
outcomes of every dispersal event...

...the bigger the role of random chance in 
charting out the fate of the spreading species.

seeds gobbled up in delicious fruit; sneeze-inducing pathogens.

it is purely a matter 
of chance.



Any single dispersal event, ending up in in one of many 
possible random outcomes, appears inconsequential.

Can we find order in this mess of random events, 
to understand how dispersal impacts evolution?

Yet, as scores of dispersal events occur 
across generation after generation...

One way to make sense of a complex phenomenon 
is to strip it down to the basics: no grapes or 

viruses, no tanagers or travelers...

...they combine to determine the 
fate of the growing population.

...just dots generating more dots which 
spread out into a featureless landscape via 
random jumps—many over short distances, 

but some long and a rare few very long.



Turn these basic rules into a com-
puter program; let it run, and watch 

the population of dots expand.

How quickly might 
we expect the pop-
ulation to expand?

Run it again, and again, and again; 
overlay scores of generated patterns...

The average patterns have a simpler structure 
than any single outcome of the expansion 

process, and provide answers to questions 
about dispersal-driven growth, such as:

...and a smooth pattern emerges.

Run it again, and observe new rolls 
of the virtual die combining to form 

a different splatter of dots.



How would altering 
the odds of traveling 

near or far affect 
population growth?

How might different mutations fare 
during a dispersal-driven expansion?

By answering such questions, simple models of dispersal 
reveal how random jumps across time and space impact 

biological processes of all shades and stripes...

...from ecological expansions... ...to pandemics...



...to the evolution of dispersal 
itself, in its abundant forms. 


